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Volt production ended in February Sales of the Volt began in the United States in mid-December
, followed by various European countries and other international markets in The Volt operates
as a pure battery electric vehicle until its battery capacity drops to a predetermined threshold
from full charge. From there, its internal combustion engine powers an electric generator to
extend the vehicle's range as needed. When the engine is running it may be periodically
mechanically linked by a clutch to a planetary gear set, and hence the output drive axle, to
improve energy efficiency. The Volt's regenerative braking also contributes to the on-board
electricity generation. Deliveries to retail customers in the U. The Society of Automotive
Engineers ' SAE definition of a hybrid vehicle states that the vehicle shall have " two or more
energy storage systems both of which must provide propulsion power, either together or
independently. This contribution from the gas engine is only at high speeds. Normal driving
there is no contribution and the car runs all electric. According to the Society of Automotive
Engineers SAE definitions, the Volt is a plug-in hybrid vehicle, due to the combination of an
internal combustion engine and two electric motors, along with a battery that can accept
off-board energy. When the battery capacity drops below a pre-established threshold from full
charge, the vehicle enters charge-sustaining mode, and the Volt's control system selects the
most efficient drive mode to improve performance and boost high-speed efficiency. The
Chevrolet Volt concept car debuted at the January North American International Auto Show ,
becoming the first-ever series plug-in hybrid concept car shown by a major car manufacturer.
This was a significant change in design when compared to the General Motors EV1 of the s,
which only seated two to reduce weight and to make the necessary room for the lead-acid
battery pack. The battery pack size was reduced, from about Most of the Volt initial design
parameters defined for the development of the concept car, then referred as the "iCar" in
homage to the iPod , were kept throughout the process up to the final production version. This
target range lets drivers make most travel electrically driven, with the assumption that charging
takes place at home overnight. This limit to the SOC was necessary in order to maintain
operational performance under a wide range of environments, and to minimize the battery
degradation to allow at least a ten-year life span. The E-Flex or Voltec powertrain is an attempt
to standardize many components of possible future electrically propelled vehicles, and to allow
multiple interchangeable electricity-generating systems. The E-Flex powertrain has the potential
to adapt the vehicles to pure battery electric , to fuel cell-powered or to several other sources of
energy to create electricity on board, such as engine-generator sets genset fueled by gasoline ,
diesel , biodiesel , ethanol fuel E , or flex-fuel E Regenerative braking would also contribute to
the on-board electricity generation. General Motors called this genset an electric vehicle EV
range extender. The concept car featured several advanced materials from GE Automotive
Plastics that helped GM reduce the vehicle weight by up to 50 percent. The production design
model officially unveiled on September 16, , as part of General Motors GM centennial
celebration at the Wintergarden headquarters in Detroit. Another reason was the use of General
Motors's new global compact vehicle platform Delta II to keep costs reasonable, and shared
with the model year Chevrolet Cruze. This change was due to the higher-than-usual central
tunnel that runs from the front console to the rear seat that houses the car's T-shaped battery
pack. After the concept was put into the pipeline for production, GM began looking for a partner
to develop the Volt's lithium-ion battery pack. The carmaker evaluated about 25 battery cell
chemistries and constructions from around two dozen lithium-ion battery makers around the
world. GM's testing process was conducted at the laboratory the carmaker had created for the
GM EV1 program. The battery packs included monitoring systems designed to keep the
batteries cool and operating at optimum capacity despite a wide range of ambient temperatures.
In April GM started extensive battery testing. The first pre-production test car based on the final
Volt design was built in June , in Warren, Michigan, [56] [57] and by October , 80 Volts had been
built and were tested under various conditions. Tony Posawatz was the Volt Vehicle Line
Director from to , [61] and he was known as employee 1 and led the team from concept to
production. General Motors held a ceremony at its Detroit Hamtramck Assembly Plant on
November 30, , to introduce the first Chevrolet Volt off the assembly line. The proceeds went to
fund mathematics and sciences education in Detroit through the Detroit Public Schools
Foundation. No external charging station is required. Capacity of the battery pack was
increased to Other specifications remained the same. The battery pack capacity was increased
to While driving, after the Volt battery has dropped to a predetermined threshold from full
charge, a small naturally aspirated 1. The vehicle also has a regenerative braking system. The
electrical power from the generator is sent primarily to the electric motor, with the excess going
to the batteries, depending on the state of charge SOC of the battery pack and the power
demanded at the wheels. As a result, the fuel filler must be depressurized before opening the
tank. If the driver does not run on gasoline, the system automatically runs the maintenance

mode, which starts the engine to consume some of the aging fuel and circulate fluids within the
engine. The Voltec drivetrain has three power converting elements: [77]. These units are
connected via a planetary gear and three electrically-controlled hydraulic clutches to provide
power output for propulsion in any of four programmed operating modes: [77]. The drivetrain
permits the Volt to operate as a pure battery electric vehicle until its battery capacity has been
depleted to a defined level, at which time it commences to operate as a series hybrid design
where the gasoline engine drives the generator, which keeps the battery at minimum level
charge and provides power to the electric motors. The full charge of the battery is replenished
only by loading it on the electrical grid. While operating modes are switched automatically the
Volt allows the driver to choose from three drive modes: normal, sport and mountain. The driver
hears more engine noise due to the higher rate of power generation required to maintain this
mode. Plastic frames hold pairs of lithium-ion cells that sandwich an aluminum cooling fin. The
design and construction of that aluminum plate was critical to ensuring an even temperature
distribution with no hot or cool spots across the flat, rectangular cell. The battery pack has its
own cooling circuit that is similar to, but independent from, the engine cooling system. The
minimum SOC varies depending on operating conditions. These changes increases the Volt's
all-electric range , but charging takes slightly longer. GM achieved the improved battery
performance and durability through minor changes to the material composition of the battery
cell chemistry. Li-ion batteries are expected to become less expensive as economies of scale
take effect. Because batteries are sensitive to temperature changes, the Volt has a thermal
management system to monitor and maintain the battery cell temperature for optimum
performance and durability. In cold weather, the car electrically heats the battery coolant during
charging or operation to provide full power capability. In hot weather, the car can use its air
conditioner to cool the battery coolant to prevent over-temperature damage. If plugged in,
recharging can be controlled remotely through a smartphone application. To save energy, the
Volt sometimes heats the seats instead of blowing heated air through HVAC system, as heating
the vehicle's cabin draws significant power, and can even exceed what is needed to move the
vehicle on occasions. It uses 50 percent less energy. The system is also lighter because the use
of high grade neodymium magnets. The U. According to Edmunds. In August , General Motors
began a training program for first responders when performing rescue duties involving the
Chevrolet Volt. Due to significant noise reduction typical of vehicles traveling in all-electric
mode at low speeds, the Volt is fitted with a manually activated electronic warning sound
system called Pedestrian-Friendly Alert System for use when the car is operating at low speeds
to alert pedestrians to the car's presence. GM scheduled the second generation as a model year
to be released in the 39 remaining states by early The model complies with stricter Tier 3
emissions requirements and was available nationwide. The second generation Volt has an
upgraded powertrain with a 1. GM engineers explained that the second generation Volt was
developed using extensive input from Volt owners. These improvements allow the Volt to
deliver better EPA ratings than the first generation model. In July , Opel announced that due to
the slowdown in sales, they would discontinue the Ampera after the launch of the second
generation Voltâ€”and that between and , Opel planned to introduce a successor electric
vehicle in Europe. In April , General Motors confirmed that it would not build the
second-generation Volt in right-hand-drive configuration. Due to low sales, only units had been
sold in Australia by mid-April , and they discontinued the Holden Volt once they sold the
remaining stock. The Flint plant was expected to start production of engines a day in early ,
ramp up daily production to engines in late , and to increase its capacity to 1, a day by late In ,
General Motors planned an initial production for calendar year of 10, Volts and 45, units for , up
from the 30, units initially announced. However, in November GM's sales chief announced that
they would not meet its sales goal of 10, vehicles in Out of the production, General Motors
expected to produce 10, Amperas for sale in Europe, 6, destined for Opel and 4, for Vauxhall in
the UK. In addition, 2, Volts were available for the region. S and instead announced that
production in would depend on demand. Department of Energy matching stimulus funds and is
planned to open by mid The Chevrolet Volt was officially launched on November 30, , at a
ceremony at the Hamtramck plant, where the first production unit for retail sale came off the
assembly line. This includes dealers' demo vehicles in North America and Amperas in
dealerships in Europe, crash test vehicles and other unavailable Volts owned by GM. These
upgrades allowed GM to triple the rate of Volt production and prepared the plant for Volt and
Ampera production. This was the second time in that GM has halted Volt production. Production
of the model year Volt began in July and customer deliveries began during the same month.
These were pre-production units destined for testing purposes before production for retail
customers began at the end of Sales of the Chevrolet Volt began in selected markets due to
limited initial production, as General Motors' original target for was 10, units. That price

excluded destination freight charge, tax, title, license, dealer fees, optional equipmentâ€”and
savings due to factory incentives, tax deductions, or other subsidies for qualifying buyers.
Thereafter, the applicable tax credit reduces gradually until it is completely phased out
beginning on January 1, It is a volt Level II charger, and, according to General Motors, can
replenish the Volt's batteries in about four hours. National Electrical Code requires that the
charger have its own dedicated volt, amp circuit. In February General Motors began deliveries of
a low emission version destined for California that features a new low emissions package that
allows the Chevrolet Volt to qualify as an enhanced, advanced technology â€”partial zero
emissions vehicle enhAT-PZEV and have access to California's high-occupancy vehicle lanes
HOV. The catalytic converter was modified to add a secondary air-injection pump that " streams
ambient air into the exhaust stream to increase its ability to remove pollutants. The permits are
handed out on a first-apply, first-served basis. Since sales began in December , a total of , Volts
have been sold in the country through December In December the Volt still ranked as the
all-time best selling plug-in electric car in the United States, [] but by February it was surpassed
by the all-electric Tesla Model 3. Additionally, if gasoline prices continue to rise or if the tax
credits expire, the demand for used Chevrolet Volts could quickly increase, raising their market
value. On the other hand, if the next-generation Volt's battery has twice the capacity and cost
less, as General Motors has claimed, the first generation Volts would be obsolete when the new
ones come out in The project objective is to learn the charging patterns of plug-in electric car
owners, and to study how a residential fleet of electric vehicles might strain the electric grid if
all owners try to charge them at the same, which is what the preliminary monitoring found when
the plug-in cars return home in the evening. Chevrolet began taking orders in May [] [] and
deliveries began in September in major cities only. This excludes any charges, fees, and
optional equipmentâ€”and is before any available subsidies or incentives for qualifying buyers.
The main differences between the Volt and the Ampera are in their styling. The Ampera has a
distinctive front and rear fascia , with a large cut-out in the rear bumper. The Opel Ampera
features more stylized alloy wheels as standard, and the side skirts are body-colored rather
than black. In the inside there are only minor differences and both versions share the same
exact powertrain and battery pack. The additional option is City Mode , which adapts battery
management to the needs of commuter travel. City mode or "battery hold" engages the
range-extender immediately, allowing to save the energy currently stored in the battery, and
when switched off, the range-extender stops and the Ampera is then able to use the energy
saved in the battery for pure electric driving, for example for traveling urban areas or restricted
zones, such as the European low emission zones or to allow the Ampera to qualify for an
exemption of the London congestion charge [82] [83] [] The model year Volt included the "Hold
Drive" button to allow drivers to conserve battery-pack energy for use at a particular time of
their choice. General Motors production target for was to manufacture 10, Amperas for sale in
Europe, 6, destined for Opel and 4, for Vauxhall in the UK, plus an additional 2, Volts were to be
made available for the region. The carmaker targeted the Ampera for business fleet market and
local government agencies, where Opel has a strong customer base, while the Volt is aimed at
retail customers. Embassy in France. Prices by country still varied due to different trim levels in
each market. All Volts in the UK came standard with leather interior. The demonstration
program is taking place in Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai. The demonstration Volts were
scheduled to be delivered in April The Velite 5 will be manufactured in China. Deliveries of the
Holden Volt in the Australian market began in December , and the first Volt was delivered to the
U. Ambassador in Canberra. Holden stated that the Volt underwent numerous modifications to
better suit it to Australian roads, though the test vehicles were still left-hand drive. General
Motors announced that it would not build the second generation Volt in right-hand-drive
configuration, so the Volt was discontinued in Australia when the remaining stock sold out.
General Motors do Brasil announced that it would import from five to ten Volts to Brazil during
the first semester of as part of a demonstration and also to lobby the federal government to
enact financial incentives for green cars. If successful, General Motors would adapt the Volt to
operate on ethanol fuel , as most new Brazilian cars are flex-fuel. In December , General Motors
announced plans to introduce the Volt in limited numbers into Japan in for technology and
market test purposes. Exports for retail sales will depend on the results of this trial. The second
generation Volt was released for retail customers in December Due to low sales of the first
generation model, the second generation Volt was not available in New Zealand. The following
tables present retail sales of the Volt and Ampera variants through December for the top-selling
national markets by year since deliveries began in December Demonstration vehicles allocated
to dealerships are not included in retail sales reports while they are used for test drives. In ,
General Motors decided to end production in March The primary reason given was that the Volt
is a sedan, and sales of traditional sedans were in decline. Car salesmen were proving resistant

to selling the car because it was more complicated and thus took more of their time to explain
how the vehicle operated. The range-anxiety associated with all-electric vehicles had been in
decline due to better battery technology, and most hybrid drivers were turning on their
gas-powered engines less frequently. The battery technology developed for the Volt had already
been incorporated into the Bolt. These were pre-production units destined for testing purposes
and production for retail customers started at the end of The Opel Monza Concept is a four-seat
coupe plug-in hybrid concept car with gullwing door unveiled at the Frankfurt Motor Show.
According to Opel, this concept is the role model for the next generation of Opel cars, and
because of its modular chassis design, future cars based on it would be able to accommodate
gasoline, diesel or electric power. The controversy centered on whether, by including a gasoline
engine, the Volt should be classified as a hybrid rather than an electric car as claimed by
General Motors. General Motors stated that the Volt is an entirely new type of vehicle that the
EPA's current fuel economy tests are not suited to rate and that a new test should be devised
for this emerging class of hybrid-electrics. One label is for extended-range electric vehicles, like
the Chevy Volt, with two modes: all-electric and gasoline-only; and a second label for blended
mode that includes a combination of all-electric, gasoline and electric operation, and gasoline
only, like a conventional hybrid vehicle. The official EPA rating was issued in November and
became the agency's first fuel economy label for a plug-in hybrids. In an attempt to leapfrog
Toyota, GM has devoted significant resources to the Chevy Volt" and that "while the Chevy Volt
holds promise, it is currently projected to be much more expensive than its gasoline-fueled
peers and will likely need substantial reductions in manufacturing cost in order to become
commercially viable. In early , it was reported that General Motors would lose money on the Volt
for at least the first couple of generations, but it hoped the car would create a green image that
could rival the Prius. He said that "I think it's a very fair price. It's the only car that will go coast
to coast on electricity without plugging it in, and nobody else can come close. Then the dealers
who bought the Volts sell them as used cars with low mileage to private buyers, who no longer
qualify for the credit. General Motors acknowledged that 10 dealer-to-dealer Volt sales had
taken place among Chevrolet dealers, but the carmaker said they do not encourage such
practice. GM explained that the investments will pay off once the innovative technologies of the
Volt are applied across multiple current and future products. The battery was found to be the
source of the fire. After the fire, both Chevrolet and the NHTSA independently replicated the
crash test and a subsequent vehicle rotation procedure to test for any fluid leakage, but in their
first attempt they could not reproduce the conditions under which the battery pack ignited. One
battery pack was rotated degrees within hours after it was impacted and began to smoke and
emit sparks after rotation. In the other case, the battery pack that was crashed-tested one week
earlier and that had been monitored since the test caught fire. The NHTSA then took an
uncommon step on November 25, and opened a formal safety defect investigation "without any
data from real-world incidents" to examine the potential risks involved from intrusion damage to
the battery pack in the Chevrolet Volt. As a result of this investigation, GM announced that it
would offer any new GM car in exchange to any Volt owner who has concerns while the federal
investigation was taking place. Before the carmaker agrees to buy back each vehicle, other
options are explored as GM primarily wants to provide loaner cars, but "if the only way we can
make them happy is to repurchase it, then we will," a GM spokesman said. General Motors
explained that the buy back price includes the Volt purchase price, plus taxes and fees, less a
usage fee based on how many miles the car has been run. The NHTSA also said it was working
with all automakers to develop postcrash procedures to keep occupants of electric vehicles and
emergency personnel who respond to crash scenes safe. Additionally, NHTSA advised to be
aware that fires may occur a considerable amount of time after a crash. General Motors said the
first fire would have been avoided if GM's protocols for deactivating the battery after the crash
had been followed. Customer deliveries of the Opel Ampera in Europe were delayed until the
NHTSA completed its investigation of the Volt's battery fire risk to make sure the vehicle is safe.
On January 5, , General Motors announced that it would offer a customer-satisfaction program
to provide modifications to the Chevrolet Volt to reduce the chance that the battery pack could
catch fire days or weeks after a severe accident. The carmaker described the modifications as
voluntary enhancements and stated that neither the car nor the battery was being recalled.
General Motors determined the June fire was the result of a minor intrusion from a portion of
the vehicle into a side section of the battery pack. When the vehicle was put through a slow roll,
where it was rotated at degree increments, holding in each position for about five minutes, an
additional 1 liter 0. With the vehicle in the degrees position upside down , the coolant came in
contact with the printed circuit board electronics at the top of the battery pack and later
crystallized. Three weeks later this condition, in combination with a charged battery, led to a
short circuit that resulted in the post-crash fire. General Motors explained the modifications will

enhance the vehicle structure that surround the battery and the battery coolant system to
improve battery protection after a severe crash. The safety enhancements consist of
strengthening an existing portion of the Volt's vehicle safety structure to further protect the
battery pack in a severe side collision; add a sensor in the reservoir of the battery coolant
system to monitor coolant levels; and add a tamper-resistant bracket to the top of the battery
coolant reservoir to help prevent potential coolant overfill. During December , GM conducted
four crash tests of Volts with the reinforced steel and upgraded cooling system, resulting in no
intrusion to the battery and no coolant leakage. On December 22, , the NHTSA also subjected a
modified Volt to the same test that led to the original fire, with no signs of the damage that is
believed to have been the cause. The NHTSA said "the preliminary results of the crash test
indicate the remedy proposed by General Motors today should address the issue of battery
intrusion" though its investigation remained open. General Motors declined to say how much
the modifications would cost. All 12, Chevrolet Volts produced until December , including all
Amperas in stock at European dealerships, were scheduled to receive the safety enhancements.
Since production was halted during the holidays, the enhancements were in place when
production resumed in early Sales continued, and dealers modified the Volts they had in stock.
General Motors sent a letter to Volt owners indicating that they could schedule the service
appointment to protect their batteries beginning in the last week of March The new cords were
enhanced to add durability, and some of the chargers built after February 5 have the new cords.
On January 20, , the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration closed the Volt's safety
defect investigation related to post-crash fire risk. The agency concluded that "no discernible
defect trend exists" and also found that the modifications recently developed by General Motors
are sufficient to reduce the potential for battery intrusion resulting from side impacts.
Representative Jim Jordan held hearings on January 25, , to investigate why the NHTSA opened
a formal investigation only five months after the first postcrash battery fire occurred in June.
The subcommittee of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform wanted to
determine if government officials, including from NHTSA, purposely held back information on
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